HODGSON ACADEMY (02052)

Minutes of the governing body meeting held at the academy on 20 March 2018.
Present:

Mrs S Molloy (Chair)
Mrs S Benson
Mrs H Benwell
Mrs N Galloway
Mrs J Harvey
Mr C Jackson
Mrs S Khan
Mr C McConnachie
Mr A Nicholson
Mrs A Preston
Mrs J Vila
Mr A Walker
Mr D Yarwood (Principal)

Also Present:

Mrs K H Davies (Governing Body Adviser)
Mr P Marsden (observer)
Mr I Siddall (observer)
Action

18.13

Governing Body Matters
a) Declaration of Interest
The following governors declared an interest in 18.24:
•
•
•
•
•
•
and;
•
•
•

Mrs S Benson (FCAT sponsor employee);
Mrs J Harvey (Hodgson employee);
Mrs S Khan (Hodgson employee);
Mrs S Molloy (FCAT director).
Mr A Nicholson (Fylde Coast Academy Trust director);
Mr D Yarwood (Hodgson employee);
Mr P Marsden (observer and Hodgson staff member);
Mr M Pickles (observer and Hodgson staff member);
Mr I Siddall (observer and Hodgson staff member).

The Governing Body Adviser (GBA) advised that those staff members
with an interest should not participate in a vote to determine a change in
their employer. The vice-chair determined that the staff members could
participate in a vote although the FCAT directors would exit the room for
all discussions and while a vote was held.

b) Membership

ACTION
It was confirmed that governor membership was unchanged since the
last meeting.
Mr C McConnachie circulated information pertaining to a potential co- GBA
opted governor; governors agreed to consider this at the next meeting.
c) Confirm nominated governor reports
The following nominated governors were confirmed:
• Mrs J Vila – training LINK training; reporting verbally on a termly
basis;
• Mrs S Molloy – Special Educational Needs & Disability (SEND);
• Mr C McConnachie – Safeguarding.
SEND and safeguarding reports would be received using the academy's
standardised form annually.
d) Governor Induction Policy
Governors reviewed the policy and it was ADOPTED; this would be MP
shared on the academy website.
18.14

Minutes and Matters Arising
It was agreed that the minutes of the meeting held on 23 January 2018,
having been circulated, be APPROVED and signed by the chair as a
correct record.
17.84: The 'Act of Workshop' school policy was in process of being
reviewed; this was confirmed by the Principal.

18.15

Reports
a) Training link governor's report
Governors noted the following:
• Mrs J Vila asked that all governors report any training they had ALL
undertaken to her as training link governor;
• It was suggested that all governors attend a working group
meeting to review the Self-Evaluation Form (SEF) alongside a set
of self-evaluation questions that had been circulated by Mr C Mrs J
McConnachie; Mrs J Vila could circulate suggested dates for the Vila
meeting before the next full governing body meeting.
b) Other Actions to be reported
The chair reported that it had not been necessary to take any decisions
on behalf of the governing body since the last meeting.
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18.16

Safeguarding Audit Update
Governors noted the Red-Amber-Green (RAG) rated audit which had
shown that the academy was completely compliant; an Intimate Care
Policy had been developed alongside the audit.
Mrs H Benwell asked whether the Whistleblowing Policy had been
circulated and if it was signed annually; Mr Pickles confirmed that
this was not a statutory requirement but agreed to add it to the pack MP
of policies to be circulated in school.
The record of incidents where appropriate force had been used was
discussed and the arrangements for storing this record in school
were confirmed.
Final questions regarding the responsibilities of external groups
letting the school premises and who had the responsibility for
safeguarding were posed; Mr Pickles confirmed that the lettings MP
policy covered the school although this liability would be checked.
Governors noted the leadership regarding Safeguarding in school
and commended the dedication and ongoing commitment to this
area.

18.17

Principal's Report
a) Termly
report
(with
reference
Development/Improvement Plan)

to

the

School

Mr C McConnachie joined the meeting.
The Principal's report as related to the Academy Plan 2017/18 on the
achievements and developments in school since the last meeting of the
governing body was received and noted.
Key discussion points included:
• Staffing costs
As part of the objective 'Hodgson has sustainable, impactful
leadership, staffing and governance', Mrs A Preston challenged why
within the term 2 evaluation, the staffing costs were above 75% of
the overall budget (at the time of the meeting it was around 78%).
Follow up questions regarding the projections for forthcoming years
were offered; it was confirmed that the academy had benefitted from
the National Funding Formula (NFF) although pay awards and staff
pay increases for 2018/19 would also increase and it was likely that
(all being the same) the staffing spend would remain around 78%;
into 2019/20 this was less clear as funding for staffing pay increases had
not yet been confirmed.
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Mrs H Benwell asked for a specific break-down in staffing costs
particularly identifying teaching staff as distinct from other school
staff; Mr Pickles agreed to provide this at the next meeting.
MP
Final questions from Mrs J Vila centred around the reasons why
Education Skills and Funding Agency (ESFA) were requesting a 3
year budget (ideally showing a surplus); it was thought that ESFA
were more closely monitoring the financial planning of academies
and comparing trends nationally.
Further discussions around the risks in reporting the amount of
money held in reserves were mooted; Mr Pickles confirmed that this
was not a reporting requirement.
Mr C Jackson asked questions regarding the outgoing cohort of 192
and the incoming 225 Year 7 pupils from September 2018; it was
confirmed that no additional staff were required to teach this increase of
33 pupils, although the additional income was acknowledged as a benefit
to the overall budget.
•

Attendance data;

Mrs Benwell commented on the decline in attendance across the
school; the Principal gave examples of how an ad-hoc illness had
affected a large number of students and staff, this was explained to
governors' satisfaction. The Principal confirmed the interventions in
place for the summer term in order to address the yearly averages
for attendance.
Mrs Preston asked for correlation data between attendance and final
GCSE grades; the Principal confirmed that this data was regularly
referred to in student assemblies, it was also used to relay the importance
of attending school to parents of students whose attendance was 95% or
lower.
It was noted that the Pupil Premium (PP) students in Year 9 had very
low attendance; this was confirmed as an area of focus for
improvement. Mr C McConnachie highlighted that Year 7 had
improved their attendance; which was commended by all.
Mrs A Preston asked for an explanation why the number of
persistent absentees (pupils with below 90% attendance) had Principal
increased, this would be confirmed at the next meeting.
•

Growth-mindset;

A full discussion followed around the growth-mindset training for
students and the importance of instilling a certain work ethic (using
content, skills and feedback); it was confirmed that the school was
applying this in various departments inline with new specifications.
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•

Work-life balance;

Mrs H Benwell shared her thoughts on offering the balance of
setting homework/marking homework with the work-life balance of
teachers. The Principal highlighted the PIXL approach that had been
embraced by the maths department.
•

Staffing changes were highlighted to governors;

•

Progress of the boys cohort in Year 11 was highlighted and the
reduction in the attainment gap between boys and girls when
compared with 2016/17.

Governors commended the improvements in narrowing the gap and
the need to continue cascading this throughout the school. Final
discussions focussed on the ways in which boys could be engaged
and the added complications with engaging Pupil Premium (PP)
boys, particularly those who were high attainers upon entry.
•

Behaviour Logs data (mid-year 2016/17);

Mrs S Benson asked for an explanation for why C4 behaviour logs
as well as the overall number of logs issued to Year 11 had
significantly increased. Mr I Siddall provided context for how a C4 log
was issued; it was agreed that the Principal would provide more
Principal
information on this data at the next meeting.
Mrs A Preston raised questions regarding the RAG rating process
and it was confirmed that the Executive Principal and Principal were
reviewing the format of the Academy Plan to ensure that effective
evaluative reports to governors were concise and clear.
•

Vulnerable and Looked After Children (LCA) report;

Mrs Preston asked for comparative data to be reassured that the
number of incidences of students being recorded as 'vulnerable;
wasn't particularly high (820 in 2017/18). The deputy principal
confirmed that this record reflected every incidence of vulnerability
ranging from minor to major.

b) Year 11 mock results and predicted data
Governors noted a pre-circulated document which detailed estimated
grades in correlation with recent mock exam results.
The chair asked a number of questions relating to the middlelearners; it was confirmed that the estimated progress 8 data for this
cohort was 0. The principal confirmed that validated data 2016/17 had
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improved significantly, and it was expected that this data would alter
similarly in 2017/18.
Mrs A Preston commended the expected result of 24.7% attaining a
grade 9-7 in maths; this was acknowledged as the school's beacon
subject.
In comparison, Mrs H Benwell challenged why the Geography
predications for students attaining a grade 9-7 were so low
(predicted 8.2%); Mr Marsden explained that this was largely due to the
prediction process for the staff which was being developed and clarified in
this foundation subject area.
c) Approval and evaluation of educational visits
The governing body received a report on recent visits in relation to the
impact and benefits for pupils, points highlighted and discussed
included the benefit of the cultural trip to New York, linked to
English.
The 'Go Green for Georgia' campaign had been successful, the academy
had raised around £7,000 for the cause which was commended by
governors as a credit to the staff and students at Hodgson and the
local community.
The Principal reported details of the following proposed educational visits
which were considered and APPROVED:
•
18.18

Year 11 trip to New York in February 2019.

Fylde Coast Academy Trust (FCAT) update
Governors noted the report from Mr Nicholson which included the
following:
•
•

•
•

Fleetwood High School was joining FCAT as an associate
member;
The Regional Schools Commissioner (RSC) had met with the
directors of FCAT to commend its work and the improvements that
it had directly affected across a number of schools in an area of
need;
Montgomery High School were expecting an Ofsted Inspection on
21 March 2018;
The FCAT away-day for staff and governors was briefly recounted.

Some discussions at this point in the meeting were deemed confidential.
18.19

Admissions Arrangements 2019/20
Mr Pickles confirmed that there were no changes and that the same
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admission arrangements would remain unchanged.
Governors also noticed the requirement to place the document on the
school's webpage, clearly marked, allowing parents to see the policy
easily.
18.20

Policies and procedures
Governors reviewed the substantial updates to statutory careers guidance
for schools.
Governors discussed the academy's careers programme and how
this had been developed in line with the statutory guidance
document.
In final discussions, it was confirmed that local employers generally
supported the academy; a recent visit to raise the aspirations of PP
students was recounted.

18.21

Finance Update
Following the academy's internal financial regulations, governors
reviewed and APPROVED the Supply Insurance renewal with existing
provider Integro.
Governors also supported the continuation of offering the Foundation
Living Wage to support staff.
It was noted that the pay uplift information had been delayed by opposers
from the union; governors DELEGATED this to the Finance Director to MP
confirm once a recommendation had been received
Mr A Walker asked whether the academy would consider whether Mr
Pickles could enquire which of the company's tendering for work at the MP
academy also paid the foundation living wage; to ensure their ethos was
in line with the academy's ethos.
The draft budget and three year forecast would be shared at the next
meeting; the budget would need to be submitted by 31 July 2018.
Arrangements for preparing for the General Data Protection Regulations
(GDPR) were shared, it was confirmed that Mr M Pickles had been
appointed as the Data Protection Officer. Mr C McConnachie asked a
number of queries concerning the right of individuals 'to be
forgotten' and whether schools' historic data could be removed; Mr
Pickles explained the policy that was in place.

18.22

Risk Register
Governors noted the contents of the updated risk register.
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Mr A Nicholson reflected on the risk should Hodgson lose its Outstanding
category following an Ofsted inspection; this was further elaborated on
with reference to the national and local statistics of Outstanding schools
being graded as Good.
Governors reflected that this risk should be RAG rated as amber rather
than green which was AGREED by governors.
18.23

Information, updates and items for further discussion as appropriate
a)
b)

General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR)
Schools' buying strategy
It was confirmed that Mr M Pickles had enquired into whether this
was a benefit to the academy and would report back to governing MP
board.

c)
d)
e)
f)

Ofsted Annual Report
Primary School Performance
Sexual Violence and Sexual Harassment between children at
school
Apprenticeship Levy
It was confirmed following questions that the academy had not
yet accessed the training available to be funded by the levy.
The principal confirmed that options to access these funds was
being considered and would be accessed as appropriate.

g)

Governor Training & Development
Governors expressed an interest in the Smarter Governance JV
training and Mrs Vila would enquire into this on behalf of the
governing board.

18.24

h)
i)

Determination of Admission Arrangements 2019/20
Careers guidance and access for education and training
providers

j)
k)

Chairs' Forum & Chairs' Conference
Lancashire Association of School Governing Bodies (LASGB)

Governor vote on whether Hodgson academy governing board
should join FCAT
Mrs J Harvey joined the meeting via telephone; Mrs S Molloy and Mr A
Nicholson left the meeting as agreed. The vice-chair, Mrs N Galloway led
the meeting during this item.
A full discussion followed as to whether a vote was required or if the
academy could continue as a sponsor only (currently contributing
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£10,000pa).
The impact on Hodgson's staff and community was considered; the
Principal confirmed that he would commit fully to the outcome of
any vote and it would provide additional strategic clarity for 2018/19.
Following a VOTE governors AGREED to remain with Hodgson Trust and
not join FCAT.
Following a secondary VOTE, governors AGREED to continue with option MP
2 and seek further information. This would be brought by the Finance Mrs S
Director to the next meeting; Mrs S Khan was asked to gather this Khan
information from the staff body also.
Mrs J Harvey left the meeting; Mrs S Molloy and Mr A Nicholson re-joined
the meeting.
18.25

Any Other Business
In final discussions, Mrs S Molloy resigned as governor at the school for
personal reasons.
Governors thanked Mrs Molloy for her commitment to her role and wished
her well for the future.

18.26

Confidentiality
Governors confirmed that all matters discussed at governing body
meetings were confidential.
The governing body considered whether any items discussed were
required to be recorded in the minutes as confidential; that is, that should
not be made available to the general public should a request be received
to view governing body papers.
It was agreed that that some discussions at 18.18 be regarded as
confidential and be minuted accordingly.

18.27

Date and Time of Next Meeting
The next meeting of the governing body was confirmed as 22 May 2018
from 4.30pm.
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